Measurements of electroweak boson pair production at the LHC constitute a stringent test of the electroweak sector and provide a model-independent means to search for new physics at the TeV scale. Recent results from ATLAS for inclusive WW and WZ production in proton-proton collisions at √ s = 13 TeV are presented, including polarisation studies in the WZ final state. The precision measurements are compared to theoretical predictions at NLO and NNLO in perturbative QCD.
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Introduction
The electroweak sector in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is a unique window to increase our understanding of the early universe and to search for physics beyond the SM (BSM) at the TeV scale. It describes the interactions of W and Z bosons by coupling to the weak isospin of particles -not only other particles, but also themselves -as a result of the weak isospin of W bosons themselves. The non-abelian nature of electroweak interactions allows for triple (TGC) and quartic gauge couplings (QGC) in combinations as WW Z, WW ZZ and WWWW . The vertex WW γ is also possible as a result of the existence of the W boson electromagnetic charge to which the photon can couple. A production mode including the triple vertex WW Z contributes to both WW and W Z production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), making these processes especially interesting to probe electroweak interactions and to look for anomalous contributions to this vertex.
The electroweak sector is moreover uniquely tied to the Higgs sector in the SM by the masses of W and Z bosons. The weak gauge bosons obtain their masses through coupling to the Higgs field, and the finite masses of W and Z bosons allow for a third polarisation state -the longitudinal one -in addition to the two transverse polarisations of massless spin-1 particles. Depending on the polarisation, the bosons are produced preferrably in specific kinematic phase space regions, which means that the contributions from each polarisation state can be extracted from the measurement of dedicated differential distributions, such as in W Z events.
Insights into the electroweak sector from recent measurements of WW [1] and W Z [2] production with the ATLAS [3] detector are discussed in the following.
Measurement of WW production in ATLAS
The production of pairs of oppositely charged W bosons at the LHC is measured in pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of √ s = 13 TeV, recorded in 2015 and 2016 and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb −1 [1] . The W bosons are required to decay leptonically as WW → eν µν; the final state therefore contains one oppositely charged electron-muon pair and missing transverse energy (E miss T ). The WW signal is produced throughand gg initial states. In the first case, production occurs both through t-and s-channel production where in the s-channel the intermediate Z/γ * couples to the two W bosons via the WW Z/γ * vertex. The gg initial state leads to WW production via a nonresonant quark loop or through a top-quark loop followed by an intermediate Higgs boson. Both gg production modes can interfere, reducing the cross section -an effect that is particular relevant in high-energy tails of kinematic distributions. The gg initial state contributes only about 5% to the total production cross section, with the resonant production being kinematically suppressed by selection requirements.
Events are further selected by requiring that there be no jet of particles, reconstructed with the anti-k t algorithm with radius parameter R = 0.4, and with a transverse momentum (p T ) above 35 GeV and absolute pseudorapidity (|η|) below 4.5. Furthermore, there must not be any jets with p T > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 that are tagged to contain b-quark mesons or baryons. Both jetrelated requirements are needed to suppress WW events which originate from pair production of top-quarks (tt) or from single-top production associated with a single W boson (Wt). These two production modes are considered as background and are subtracted prior to the determination of the fiducial cross section. The first jet-related requirement is particularly restrictive in the selection of events in data, such that it is also kept as requirement in the fiducial phase space.
With the selection criteria applied, 12 659 events in data pass the WW selection. The obtained signal purity is about 64%, with the largest background contribution of about 26% coming from tt+Wt events. Further backgrounds include W +jets, Z → ττ → eµ + 4ν and other di-and triboson production processes.
The fiducial cross section is determined as:
where N data (bkg) is the number of events selected in data (estimated as background), C WW corrects for detector acceptance, inefficiencies, resolution effects and τ-lepton decays and is determined from WW simulation. L int is the integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb −1 recorded in 2015 and 2016, measured with an uncertainty of 2.1%. Differential cross sections are obtained using iterative Bayesian unfolding [9, 10] . The measured fiducial WW production cross section is shown in Figure 1 in comparison to three variants of the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) prediction from the MATRIX code [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The total uncertainty in the measurement is 7.1% -the most precise measurement of the WW fiducial cross section at the LHC so far. The three MATRIX variants are all NNLO in theinitial state, and are complemented with a leading order (LO) prediction for the gg initial state contribution, a next-to-leading order (NLO) prediction for gg or the same, but including also NLO electroweak radiation (NLO EW) effects. In all three cases, the predictions are slightly below the data, but still within measurement uncertainties. While the NLO gg calculation increases the cross section, the NLO EW corrections reduce the prediction, leading to the largest difference to the measured cross section among the three predictions. 
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Six differential distributions related to the WW system are measured; the cross section as a function of the leading lepton transverse momentum (p lead T ) is displayed in Figure 2 . Among the measured distributions, p lead T is the most sensitive to electroweak gauge structure and the triple gauge coupling, since the W polarisation in WW events determines the lepton decay angle in the W rest frame and hence the lepton p T in the laboratory frame. The measurement uncertainties range from about 7% (5%) at low p lead T to about 26% (25%) at the highest p lead T for the absolute (normalized) cross section. The measurement uncertainty is dominated in particular at the highest p lead T by the statistical uncertainty in the data. The measurement is compared to the NNLO MA-TRIX calculation, including the NLO gg contribution and NLO EW effects, as well as three NLOgenerators, interfaced to a parton shower simulation, and combined with a LO gg simulation with parton shower. The predictions agree mostly within uncertainties with the data, though some shape differences are visible in particular between 100 GeV to 300 GeV in p lead /dp /dp lead ℓ T )/σ fid.
[GeV Theory / Data Figure 2 : Fiducial WW production cross section as a function of the leading lepton p T as absolute cross section (left) and normalized to the integrated fiducial cross section (right). In both cases, the measurement is compared to the NNLO MATRIX calculation, including the NLO gg contribution and NLO EW effects, as well as three NLOgenerators, interfaced to a parton shower simulation, and combined with a LO gg simulation with parton shower [1] .
Measurement of WZ production in ATLAS
The production of W Z boson pairs is measured based on the same dataset as used for the WW measurement, recorded in 2015 and 2016 [2] . The W Z decays considered in this measurement are the lepton combinations eνee, eν µ µ, µνee and µν µ µ, where reconstructed leptons are assigned to originate from the W or Z boson according to proximity of the invariant mass of the same-flavor opposite-sign lepton pair to the Z boson mass. In contrast to the WW measurement, the presence of jets with p T > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5 is allowed.
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WW and WZ production in ATLAS Valerie S. Lang In total, 6160 events are selected in the data, 78% of which are predicted to arise from W Z production. The fiducial cross section for W ± Z production is measured with a precision of 4.5% and the ratio of W + Z to W − Z production is found to be 1.47 ± 0.05 for all four lepton decay channels combined. Six differential distributions are measured related to the W Z system and two further distributions are determined considering the jet recoil, including the jet multiplicity.
A unique result at a hadron collider is the measurement of the longitudinal polarisation of the W and Z bosons in W Z events. The simulated cross section for each polarisation state varies according to the angle θ ,W (Z) between the (negatively charged) lepton in the rest frame of the W (Z) boson and the direction of the W (Z) boson in the W Z rest frame, as shown in Figure 3 (left) for the W boson in W + Z events. The distributions q · cos θ ,W and cos θ ,Z are measured in data, as shown in Figure 3 (right) for q · cos θ ,W , combining all four decay channels of the W Z events. The longitudinal polarisation fraction f 0 , the difference between left-and right-handed helicity transverse polarisations f L − f R and the integrated fiducial cross section are then extracted in a binned profile likelihood fit to these two distributions, using templates for the three helicity states.
The extracted values are corrected for detector inefficiencies and QED final-state radiation. The obtained W and Z polarisation fractions are shown in Figure 4 . Evidence for longitudinallypolarised W bosons in W Z events is obtained with 4.2σ significance (3.8σ expected) and longitudinally-polarised Z bosons are observed with 6.5σ significance (6.1σ expected), in agreement with the SM prediction.
Conclusions
Production of WW and W Z boson pairs has been measured by ATLAS in pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of √ s = 13 TeV at the LHC, using data corresponding to an integrated
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WW and WZ production in ATLAS Valerie S. Lang luminosity of 36.1 fb −1 . The measurements probe the electroweak sector of the Standard Model, testing up-to-date predictions both for integrated and differential fiducial cross sections as well as determining for the first time in hadronic collisions the longitudinal polarisations of W and Z bosons in W Z events. More data, recorded in 2017 and 2018, will advance these measurements further.
